attend a ceremony at the University of Hamburg on that very day. There Ligeti was to be awarded an honorary doctorate, in celebration of his many years of teaching composition at the music faculty of that university.
Armed with my tape recorder, I arrived at Ligeti's apartment the next afternoon, and spent an intensive hour-and-a-half with the composer. We began our conversation in English, but we soon changed to Hungarian, whereby Ligeti's communication became immediately enlivened.
Many of the observations made by Ligeti have appeared, differently expressed, in previous interviews. 3 However, his discussion with me of many details of his Second String Quartet (1968) is without precedent, and his accounts of the recent recording of his opera, Le grand macabre , and of the influence of African music on his more recent writing were unusually detailed and informative. ç o Satory: Mr. Ligeti, I should like to ask you mainly about your Second String Quartet; but I have some questions about your current compositional activity as well.
Your First String Quartet of 1954 is a motivically unified work, with harmonic and rhythmic elements which rely on Bartok as model. However, your Second String Quartet (1968) is not a motivic-thematic composition. It is clear, nevertheless, that there are underlying sub-motivic elements, the harmonic series and the chromatic scale for example, which provide unity within the movements, but also among the movements. Is it correct to go so far as to say that these constitute the underlying principle of this work, as Paul Griffiths wrote in his book on your music? 4
Ligeti: I think so. My answer is yes.
S. Then, are the chromatic scale and the harmonic series among the "secret See the chronologically arranged, selective listing of interviews with Ligeti, at the end of this article.
"In the Second Quartet, ... the unification seems to take place at a level beyond the thematic. The basic 'idea' constant throughout the five movements is perhaps no more than the chromatic scale, which is also a prominent feature of the First (Quartet). Or perhaps the underlying principle is, rather, the interpénétration of the chromatic scale with the pure intervals of the harmonic series, particularly the octave and the fifth. " Griffiths 1983: 67. 102 correspondences" or rhymes among movements to which you yourself have referred? 5 L. Well, chromaticism is present in the whole piece. But there is not a great number of chords which are related to the harmonic series; that is, they are present to a lesser extent. There are a great many things in that piece. Concerning chromaticism, there is an even distribution of the twelve notes, but without twelve-note rows. In addition, rhymes exist among the movements: an example is the flageolet melody at the end of the first movement and its return in varied form at the end of the second movement. In fact, such rhyming is evident only between the first two movements. But every movement is the variation of a single thought. It is very difficult to articulate this verbally: for, while composing this piece, I was thinking musically. "... the prevalence in the music of harmonics, and the resulting interference of pure intervals with their equivalents in the system of equal temperament. This requires exacting notation, and it was largely Ligeti's detailed prescription of harmonics that was responsible for the quartet's delayed première: the LaSalle Quartet, for whom it was written, needed more than a year in which to learn it." Griffiths 1983: 68.
S. You have stated that the Second String Quartet sums up your various previous styles of composition. One such style is the so-called micropolyphonic one which appears in Atmosphères (1961) , and in the "Kyrie" of the Requiem . But in the "thinned-out micropolyphony" of the first movement of the Second Quartet, you avoided the canonic writing which you used in the micropolyphonic textures of previous works and managed to avoid writing canons or sequences. In fact, in the central section of this movement, aside from chromatic scales with octave displacements, sometimes presented in contrary motion, no clear melodic patterning is in evidence in much of the movement's polyphony. Could you explain your departure from your usual practice here?
L. First of all, I had only four instruments. I first employed micropolyphony in the orchestral piece, Apparitions (1958-59), which requires quite a large number of voices. The simplest occurrence of micropolyphony was in the Lux aeterna (1966), for a cappella chorus, in sixteen vocal parts. With the four instruments of a string quartet one may have more than four voices, with multiple stops.
In the Second String Quartet, I reduced the micropolyphony at once. I did this, not because I was writing a quartet, but rather the reverse. I had developed the technique of very, very dense polyphonic textures. With the Second String Quartet I strove to do something different. I did so by modifying this technique, without abandoning it altogether.
In reality there are no melodic or tuneful thoughts at all in the Second Quartet. In the last movement there appear motivic-melodic allusions of quite a primitive sort. But, along with the overall conception, with the types of motion, even with the mechanical types of motion in the pizzicato (third) movement, there are textures in the quartet, textures which tear away, textural unfoldings and textural dissolutions. It was thoughts such as these which occupied me then. My thinking of that time was completely musical. Today, however, I hold a completely different position in this regard. I am at a different point.
S.
A remarkable feature of the second movement has to do with the gradual transitions in timbre, which are effected by means of pizzicato and tapping on the strings with either hand. Composition with timbres abounds elsewhere in the quartet. The first movement opens with a fascinating whistling polyphony effected by the tremolo playing of harmonics. And the subtle unison opening of the second movement has points of imitation marked by different modes of playing (and by the playing of the same notes on different strings): a different timbre in each case.
L. What is involved here is a change of string in the production of the same pitch. A pitch sounds quite different when produced on the D-string instead of the G-string.
S. Of course. And yet your use of special string effects is not displayed for its own sake, but is integrated with other compositional procedures. How central were such considerations in your mind when you wrote this piece? And does the piece not refer back to your experiments in timbre composition in Atmosphères! L. Yes, strongly. This is true especially in the second movement. There we have the colour-transformation of a single pitch, which remains in unison. I had written in this way a short time before, two years earlier, in '66, in the Cello Concerto. There the music begins with E above middle C, and that pitch is slowly "coloured over". This was my manner of working in the late 1960s. S. You have mentioned in your interview with Josef Hâusler in 1969 that there is a moment in the fifth movement which is particularly evocative of Bartôk's music. 8 I suspect that it is the very short outburst which is played triple forte, after a very long rapid passage in vertical octaves (m. 50); this passage has conjunct, "circular" melody, to borrow a term from Lendvai, 9 harmonized by means of three minor seconds. Am I right in this assumption?
L. There is one such place. It is not a quotation but rather an allusion. In fact, I was thinking of the whole section. This whole section (mm. 41-50) is Bartôkian, not only its last measure which you have mentioned.
S. The fifth movement is clearly the movement with an unequivocal return of its initial material, the D|-F# dyad, at the end. Formal closure is certainly a practice that you have avoided over the years. But it may be fair to say that you have "enveloped" many of your movements and compositions by having "narrow" textural beginnings and endings. You have avoided even the fortissimo, Beethovenian endings adopted by Bartok in his First, Third, Fourth and Fifth Quartets. Does this "enveloping", if I may use the term, have for you a visual or literary counterpart, a synaesthetic significance?
L. I did not think about this. This is rather a matter of taste, a reaction against very typical coda-elements, which indicate the end of a piece. It is clearly a reaction also against the reprise ethic, against sonata and rondo form. In my later pieces, in my compositions of the Seventies, I no longer concerned myself about this. In these later pieces there are many clear reprises.
Optical associations like envelopes are constantly in front of me when I compose. I always think of spatial forms as units, visual or tangible units. From this standpoint my acoustical conception always has a synaesthetic side.
"I don't want to deny that I was greatly influenced by Bartok, particularly in my early days, and this (Second) String Quartet contains a quite intentional little homage to Bartok. His music is not quoted, but its aura is present within a context that is quite different." Ligeti in Conversation, 104.
"Duality and Synthesis in the Music of Bêla Bartok", 52, 53, 60.
I concern myself with colours, forms, continuities. And I always put them into a spatial model, like an object in space.
S. Have you read Ernô Lendvai's analysis of Bartôk's music? He makes biological associations with Bartôk's circular melodies. 10 L. Yes, yes. One would have to ask Bartok to see whether this is borne out in his music. The growth of plants and animals and such considerations have occupied me very strongly, but rather more recently, in the Eighties.
And in my music, there are mathematical considerations, considerations of fractal geometry. Fractal geometry is mathematics and not art. But it is an area which became well known only in the mid-Seventies. Its kind of growth and its processes of pattern transformation have occupied me a great deal. Its kind of thinking, of growth, degeneration, decay and branching-out did exist for me at the time of the composition of the Second String Quartet. Indeed, Ramifications (1969) , which I wrote right after the String Quartet, deals with branchings-out, and this is already in its title. But this sort of organic growth is more strongly present in the pieces of the Seventies. It is there in the Second String Quartet, but not consciously. Already in the Seventies I listened a great deal to commercial Latin American folk music. But, at that time, I did not know a great deal about African music. Certainly there were folklore recordings of African music, but I did not come across them. They were difficult to obtain at that time.
Then, in 1978,1 wrote Hungarian Rock: already, the accompanying rhythm of this piece has an asymmetrical metre, in 9/8 time. It has a little of the influence of Latin American rhythm. But it was derived from the commercial semi-folklore of South and Central America and from pop music and jazz. My acquaintance with Latin American music was limited to pop and jazz at that time.
In 1980 Then, slowly, I began to hear more recordings; but now I heard recordings from Caribbean cultures which were completely different from the above, that is, from Jamaica. It is not only reggae which is popular in Jamaica, but there is also music that is connected with various cults, various syncretic Christian cults. And actually, the same is true of the entire black population of Latin American countries. In addition, I heard recordings from Haïti. And then I began to develop an interest in this entire region.
There is Caribbean influence in the second movement of my Horn Trio of '82.
There it is coupled together with folk music not only from Bulgaria but from the Balkan Peninsula in general. Since I was born in Transylvania, I knew already a good deal of this music quite well, mainly Roumanian folk music. Already in my childhood I was acquainted with Roumanian folk music, and later I was occupied with it when I lived in Hungary. Nevertheless, I have been very interested in the entire Balkan area, and I am still interested in it today. These two musics, Caribbean and Balkan, are quite different. They have almost nothing to do with each other, except for their asymmetrical rhythmic constructions.
And then, the first African recording hit me like a bomb. I don't know if you are familiar with the UNESCO record series of Philips, one of which is entitled Banda Polyphonies, which was assembled by Simha Arom, an Israeli ethnomusicologist who works in Paris. I did not know him then, but since that time I have made his acquaintance and the acquaintance of other ethnomusicologists.
It was in the fall of '82 that I heard this recording. It was again the Puerto Rican composer who brought it along. And the Banda... I don't know if you know the music of the Banda tribe; theirs is a very special kind of music. It had a very profound effect on me. This effect is not yet evident in the Horn Trio, because that was just before it. By the time that I heard this record, the Horn Trio had already been completed. Indeed, it had already been performed. But the music of Central Africa has an impact on what I began to compose afterward, in my Piano Études (1985) .
There is a twenty-piece orchestra on this recording of the Banda. Simha Arom writes on the record jacket that it has trumpets, instruments made out of antelope horns and the trunks of trees. The high instruments are capable of producing two pitches, and the lower ones, only one pitch. But they play a very complicated polyphonic music, in twenty parts. It is pentatonic music, in multiple octaves, in four octaves. This is how it ends up in twenty parts. Every instrument has its own rhythmic pattern. The music is very reminiscent of the technique of Machaut and Philippe de Vitry, but it is much, much more complicated rhythmically. This kind of polyrhythm does not exist in the European musical tradition.
Complex musical cultures had already interested me for a long time before this. Already in the Seventies I heard a great deal of gamelan music from Bali. But I was even more gripped by this African music. Since I heard this, in the late fall of '82, I have been in the throes of an African fever. I have never travelled in Africa. But I have tracked down many recordings, hundreds of them, the most interesting recordings in Paris.
And as far as my connection with African music is concerned, I have not used it in the manner that Bartok employed Hungarian or Roumanian or Arabic music. African music has not left traces in my pieces, but its rhythmic system has.
S. On quite a different topic, someone with whom I spoke yesterday mentioned that your Piano Concerto was premiered a month ago here in Hamburg.
L. They have already played the Piano Concerto several times in Europe, but the Hamburg première was indeed exactly a month ago.
S. And will it appear in publication through Schott?
L. Yes, it will be published. 13 S. I have heard that the recording of Le grand macabre has also been completed.
L. It has been completed, but it has not yet been edited. The tapes are available, but the final version has not yet been decided upon because it was recorded at different times. It was recorded in concert form, but there were two big mistakes made at this conceit. The end of one of the pieces became completely confused because the saxophone player forgot to come in. And the coloratura soprano who has a principal role became ill, without warning; so,
The Piano Concerto appears in the Schott publication catalogue of 1987, but its release has been delayed, for reasons unknown.
Ill there was no coloratura soprano. A trumpet player had to play the coloratura arias.
As a result, it was an improvised affair. The end of the piece will be edited in from the version of the dress rehearsal; this has not yet been done. And, in the meantime, they have managed to record the coloratura parts, but that also has to be edited in. So, there has not yet been a tape of the entire opera as a whole, but I hope that it will soon be recorded. I have read two books by Douglas Hofstadter, which you probably know. They are quite essential for a musician. One is Goedel, Escher, Bach. Goedel was the mathematician, Escher was the graphics artist and Bach, Johann Sebastian. And a collection of Hofstadter's articles has appeared with the title, Metamagical Themas. This is actually higher-level journalism. The reading of such books is very conducive to thought.
And then I began to be progressively more interested in the scientific realm. There was the new mathematics, fractal mathematics, but also a great deal more, the self-organization of genetic formations. Thoughts about science have occupied me a great deal, and I have read a great deal about them. I have read not only journalism and let's say, popular books, but also scientific books, mainly about mathematics. These have related back very powerfully to my compositional thinking. I have read these books because in my compositions I was dealing with similar concepts, especially with complexity and pattern. Actually, I had already begun to think this way with Atmosphères and micropolyphony. So, this is how my compositional thinking has changed gradually.
S. Do you think that your music has had an impact on the development of contemporary Hungarian music?
L. I have no idea. I don't think so. I have seen strong influences on Hungarian composers from the work of the minimalists, that is, of Terry Riley and Steve Reich. There is a very important direction of this kind among young Hungarian composers, in the direction of American minimalism. And I know that Stockhausen has made a strong impression. But I do not think that my music has had much of an influence.
S. It has come up in the course of my conversations with Hungarian composers, however, that they have indeed been influenced by your work, especially your famous micropolyphonic style.
L. There was a parallel phenomenon in Polish music, with Lutoslawski, Penderecki, Serocki and others, at about the same time, since 1960. Therefore, I have had the impression that the music which was oriented in the direction of sonic discoveries and sonorities and which dominated in Hungary during the Sixties and Seventies is connected rather with Polish technique.
My thinking has been very different, even if at that time, around 1960, they grouped me together with Penderecki. I think, though, that mine is a completely different musical conception.
S, Several Hungarian composers have maintained that there is a recognizable Hungarianness in every Hungarian musical composition. This is, of course, simply not true. However, have Hungarian composers succeeded, in your view, in their quest for a new Hungarian voice in contemporary music?
L. Well, Bartok succeeded. I think that what there is in common, fundamentally, is the language, the spoken language, the Hungarian mother tongue. Composers have used certain accentuations, certain distributions of stress, certain metrical and rhythmic formations of the Hungarian language. The mother tongue has had a great influence on musical conceptions.
If Liszt had spoken Hungarian, he would have written music that was different. He tried very hard to write Hungarian music, but did not quite succeed. It was really Bartok who managed to do this at the very highest level. But, it is very difficult for me to make any kind of comment about this, about the question of belonging to a certain nationality, the question of belonging to a culture, and in general, the question of modernism. I find it difficult to comment because I am involved in these issues.
S. Thank you, very much, Mr. Ligeti, for this pleasant and informative conversation.
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